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I have also been having trouble backing up two MacBooks (Air and Pro) to a WD MyCloud NAS via Time Machine since the upgrade to Sierra.. 0 Portable Hard Drive with Hardware Encryption (Latest Model) Blue at Best Buy Find low everyday prices and buy online for delivery or in-store pick-up.. Cptparanoia August 14, 2017, 10:59am #5 Not that wise an assumption Early releases of Sierra messed up NAS access for many NAS vendors.

Is there an easy solution to this problem? WD website acknowledges its passport isn't compatible with High Sierra.
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Alternatively, you can also select the disk and click on Mount to make it accessible by the operating system using Disk Utility.. I have a 1 TB WD external HD that won't mount I connect it via firewire to my MacBook Pro running OS 10.. Had I known, I wouldn't have upgraded Aug 14, 2017 High Sierra is an unreleased OS that WD cannot test for, but assuming Apple hasn’t gone bonkers and removed http, https, AFP, and SMB; it should still be supported.
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12 Sierra Nov 04, 2016 Since upgrading to Mac OSX Sierra my Macbook Pro and a Macbook Air have not been able to do Time Machine Back Ups to a WD MyCloud drive that is connected to our router.. 13 High Sierra My mac sees the drive, it just won't mount I've also tried to mount it via USB, but again, my system sees the drive, but won't mount it.
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Remain calm, all data on WD external hard drive is still there This article will explain how to fix WD My Passport not mounting/showing up/recognized/detected.. Generally, when you connect an WD, Seagate, Toshiba, Samsung external hard drive to Mac, it will be automatically mounted, then you can perform read and write operation on it.. 12 Sierra Precisely: Will by my device MyCloud (1st gen) compatible with TimeMachine backup on macOS 10.. 12 Sierra&hellip Mar 01, 2018 After upgrading to High Sierra, my macbook no longer mounts my WD passport external drive.. We have updated the firmware on the WD My Cloud Drive to the latest version and contacted WD about this issue, so far they have not come up with a
solution to the problem.. WD external hard drive won't mount on Mac, how to fix? e10c415e6f 
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